In a D = 2+1 quantum critical system, the entanglement entropy across a boundary with a corner contains a subleading logarithmic scaling term with a universal coefficient. It has been conjectured that this coefficient is, to leading order, proportional to the number of field components N in the associated O(N ) continuum φ 4 field theory. Using density matrix renormalization group calculations combined with the powerful numerical linked cluster expansion technique, we confirm this scenario for the O(2) Wilson-Fisher fixed point in a striking way, through direct calculation at the quantum critical points of two very different microscopic models. The value of this corner coefficient is, to within our numerical precision, twice the coefficient of the Ising fixed point. Our results add to the growing body of evidence that this universal term in the Rényi entanglement entropy reflects the number of low-energy degrees of freedom in a system, even for strongly interacting theories.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In an information-theoretic sense, it is no surprise that quantities related to the entropy of a many-body system reflect the underlying degrees of freedom in the systema fact related even to the foundations of statistical thermodynamics. In recent years, this intuition has revealed new connections between complex interacting quantum many-body systems at a quantum critical point and the field theories capturing their universal low-energy behavior. These connections are made through the quantum system's entanglement entropy, measured across a bipartition between two subregions. Since, for space-time dimensions D higher than 1+1, the entanglement entropy is dominated by a non-universal term proportional to the size of the bipartition boundary (the "area" law), one typically must search for such universal quantities in the coefficents of sub-leading scaling terms, which themselves depend on the subregion geometry and topology. [1] [2] [3] In D = 1 + 1, the connection between entanglement entropy and degree-of-freedom counting is made precise for critical systems described by a conformal field theory (CFT), for which the entropy of a subregion of size L scales asymptotically as
Here c is the central charge which is a universal number that in a rough sense counts the number of low-energy bosonic fields-for the case of a CFT described by N free bosonic fields, c is equal to N . 6 The notion that c measures degrees of freedom is also embodied by the famous c-theorem, which states that c decreases monotonically under renormalization group flow.
7 Scaling forms for the entanglement entropy containing universal terms analogous to Eq. (1) have been derived or conjectured for higher-dimensional critical systems, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] raising the possibility of uncovering new, non-trivial constraints on renor-} a ↵ S ↵ = C ↵`+ log`+ . . . malization flows. Such an advance would have broad ramifications for many fields of physics, including the study of quantum critical points in condensed matter systems.
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In some cases, the relevant entanglement quantities can be calculated directly in continuum field theories 2 and possibly through holographic approaches, 3, 11, 14 which exploit the AdS/CFT correspondence. 15 But in most cases, especially for interacting systems, no exact results are available for the entanglement entropy at quantum critical points in space-time dimensions of D = 2 + 1 or higher. Thus, in order to make progress in understanding the universal content of the entanglement entropy, numerical calculations of entanglement need to be performed on a variety of models representing the various strongly-interacting fixed points routinely encountered in modern condensed-matter research.
A thriving research effort devoted to such numerical calculations is currently under way. In order to make concrete comparisons, practitioners need to reconcile precisely which entanglement quantities can be simultane-ously calculated across lattice models, continuum field theories, and holographic calculations. Since the entanglement entropy depends crucially on the geometry of entangled subregions, this problem largely reduces to a question of subregion shape. Currently, higherdimensional universal quantities studied in continuum analytical theories typically arise from smooth curved boundaries, e.g. for circular subregions. 10, 16, 17 However, problems can arise when trying to converge subleading scaling terms for such geometries when the theory is regularized on a lattice. 18 To date these "pixelization" issues have not been fully resolved.
Therefore, numerical studies of lattice models in D = 2 + 1 have largely been restricted to straight boundaries, or boundaries with θ = 90
• corners, which can be regularized on a square lattice without any artifacts. An interesting universal quantity arises when the entangling boundary contains a sharp corner (or vertex). For the entanglement entropy S α with Rényi index α (see Eq. (4)), a corner with opening angle θ contributes an additive logarithmic term with a universal coefficient a α (θ)
Here is the length of the entangling boundary, δ is the lattice or UV cutoff, C α is an unknown function of α that depends on microscopic details, and ellipses represent more rapidly decaying subleading terms and nonuniversal constants. The universal "corner coefficient" a α (θ) has been calculated a number of times in the past, in both lattice models and continuum field theories. • , this quantity appears to not only identify the unique universality class, but also to indicate the underlying degrees of freedom of the low-energy theory. This is already known to be precisely the case for two-dimensional systems constructed out of (1 + 1)D CFTs (so-called conformal quantum critical points with dynamical exponent z = 2), for which the corner coefficient is proportional to the CFT central charge. studies of critical lattice models in the O(N ) WilsonFisher universality class for N = 1 and 3 have suggested that the corner coefficient is, to high accuracy, proportional to N . Recently, a series expansion study has examined a bilayer lattice model that can be continually varied between N = 1, 2 and 3 critical points, providing additional support for this scenario in an O(2) model.
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In this paper, we use a powerful combination of density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) and the numerical linked cluster expansion (NLCE) to study two very different lattice models that realize critical points in the O(2) Wilson-Fisher universality class. For a range of Rényi indices α, the corner-coefficients a α (θ = 90
• ) of each lattice model agree to within our numerical confidence, offering a striking confirmation of the universality
Illustrations of the Hamiltonians H1 and H2 Eqs. (5,6) which both realize a critical point in the O(2) universality class in (2 + 1)D.
of this quantity. Furthermore, our simulations strengthen the evidence that this coefficient is, to remarkably high precision in its leading order, made up of two separate contributions,
where N is the number of field components in the O(N ) theory, and c α is a universal function that appears to be the same for all φ 4 theories studied to date.
II. TWO-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE MODELS WITH O(2) QUANTUM CRITICAL POINTS
Universality is a remarkable phenomenon where asymptotic features of otherwise quite different critical lattice models are described by a single continuum field theory. This connection is typically demonstrated through critical exponents, which in many cases can be estimated through perturbative field theory calculations or computed numerically using large-scale Monte Carlo calculations. Instead of looking at critical exponents, in this paper we examine the scaling of the Rényi entanglement entropies,
where ρ A = Tr B (ρ) is the reduced density matrix of a subregion A, and B is the rest of the system. We will calculate S α for geometries with single θ = 90
• corners for two very different interacting quantum lattice models, each tuned to a critical point in the O(2) universality class in (2 + 1)D. These Hamiltonians are: The first model is the spin- 2 . For large D > 0 the ground state of this model approaches a product state where every spin is the m z = 0 eigenstate of S z . Unless noted otherwise, we fix each of the above models to specific quantum critical points corresponding to the following parameter values: to locate J ⊥ c . For this purpose, we considered the spin stiffness ρ S , obtained as ρ S = W 2 /(2β) from the winding number fluctuations. 28 Here, β denotes the inverse temperature, scaled in the simulations as β = 4L with the linear system size L in order to probe quantum critical scaling properties. Fig. 3 shows ρ S as a function of J ⊥ for different system sizes near criticality. At the O(2) quantum critical point in (2+1)D, ρ S scales proportional to 1/L, and we extract J ⊥ c from the data crossing shown in the inset of Fig. 3 .
Both critical points are transitions between a phase with spontaneous antiferromagnetic XY order and a trivial phase in which all Hamiltonian symmetries are restored. Thus these critical points belong to the interacting O(2) universality class in (2 + 1)D, and offer an excellent testbed for confirming the universality of the corner coefficient, the calculation of which we now discuss.
III. METHOD FOR COMPUTING THE CORNER COEFFICIENT
The numerical calculation of universal terms in the scaling of Rényi entanglement entropies poses two main challenges. First, the ability to reliably access S α (A) in a general way can be difficult, even for modern numerical methods. For example, Monte Carlo or series expansion methods can access only integer values of α ≥ 2; on the other hand, the cost of DMRG can rise sharply depending on the geometry of region A. Second, even if a reliable estimator for S α (A) is obtained for a given method, the desired universal scaling terms are generally sub-leading in spatial dimensions higher than one, such as in Eq. (2). This means that numerical signals may easily be overwhelmed with "noise" coming from the leading-order (non-universal) area-law term. As demonstrated in previous works, 20,21 the powerful numerical linked-cluster expansion (NLCE) offers a way to combat this challenge, using relatively moderate computing resources.
The NLCE is a method for computing thermodynamic properties from a series of numerical calculations of finite clusters on a lattice. 20, 21, [29] [30] [31] [32] In its original formulation, which includes all connected clusters up to a given size, one encounters a bottleneck arising from the task of computing every possible way these clusters can be embedded on a lattice; this severely limits the maximum cluster size (to about 16 sites). 32 Here we follow the approach of Ref. 20 and consider only rectangular clusters, relevant for the calculation of quantities on square-lattice systems. This approach has been demonstrated to give excellent convergence, and makes the embedding problem simple enough that the only remaining limitation becomes the maximum cluster size reachable by the numerical solver.
Most previous NLCE studies have used Lanczos exact diagonalization as the cluster solver, but in principle any numerical method can be used. Here we choose the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) method, 33, 34 adapted to work on 2D clusters. 35 Unlike Lanczos which scales exponentially in the number of lattice sites of a two-dimensional cluster, DMRG has a cost scaling exponentially with only the linear size of the cluster (more precisely, only the smaller of the two linear sizes, but for the entanglement corner coefficient discussed below we compute both orientations). Computing entanglement entropy is very efficient and simple within DMRG because the spectrum of the reduced density matrix of various bipartitions is automatically computed as part of the DMRG algorithm. The only difficulty is that, to compute the entanglement of some given region A, the one-dimensional path used internally within DMRG must pass through all the sites of region A before visiting the other sites of the system. Thus, for each cluster in the NLCE, we performed separate DMRG calculations with different paths in order to obtain every entanglement cut required for computing the corner terms.
Next, to perform the NLCE using the DMRG solver, the calculation has to be organized into clusters and subclusters, each defined by the maximum desired "order" of the NLCE calculation (see below). For each cluster, we are interested in isolating only the entanglement due to a θ = 90
• corner, which is a sub-leading correction to the area-law scaling as in Eq. (2) . Unlike other methods, such as direct calculation of square subregions in a toroidal lattice, 25 the NLCE offers an advantage that this sub-leading contribution can be isolated for each cluster individually. This procedure, detailed in Ref. 21 , involves adding the entanglement for two cuts which have identical corner contributions and complementary line contributions, then subtracting off the line contributions computed from separate straight-line cuts. Because the NLCE is designed to compute extensive properties, we define the "property" of a cluster used in the expansion 21 to be the sum of the corner coefficient of every plaquette of the cluster.
The NLCE was originally conceived for properties which converge to a finite value in the thermodynamic limit. For such properties, convergence is heuristically reached when the maximum cluster size of the NLCE surpasses the finite correlation length. In contrast, the critical systems we study here have an infinite correlation length; also the corner contribution to the entanglement is made up of contributions from all length scales, thus it diverges with increasing cluster size. Specifically, by removing the leading-order piece of Eq. (2), the corner term is expected to diverge as
where a length-scale associated with the size of region A, and non-universal constants are combined into b α . In the NLCE, this length-scale is related in some way to the maximum cluster size employed in the expansion. In this paper, we equate to the linear size of the maximum cluster, defined as = 1 2 (N x + N y ) where N x , N y are the rectangular cluster dimensions. We call this definition of "arithmetic" order-note however that other definitions of are possible. 21, 36 In other words, to define the lengthscale , we terminate the NLCE at different maximum orders, meaning that we include only clusters of linear size less than or equal to . Finally, we extract the corner coefficient a α from the slope of a linear fit of the data as a function of log . This procedure is illustrated in the next section for the specific models considered in this paper.
IV. RESULTS
We turn now to a detailed calculation of the corner coefficient using NLCE for two strongly-interacting quantum lattice models. First, for the XY bilayer model H 1 , we performed the calculation for cluster sizes up to and including arithmetic order = 5.0; that is, the largest clusters solved with DMRG had dimensions (N x +N y )/2 = 5.0. For these bilayer clusters, N x and N y refer to the number of sites in a single layer, so that the total number of lattice sites per cluster is 2N x N y . For the anisotropic S = 1 Heisenberg model H 2 , we summed clusters through order = 5.5. In this case, N x N y is the total number of lattice sites. For both systems, by keeping up to m = 10, 000 states, the DMRG calculations for the clusters reached truncation errors of no more than 5 × 10 −10 and typically much smaller, meaning the DMRG results were essentially exact. Figure 4 shows the NLCE results for the corner contributions V α at each order for selected values of the Renyi index α. In performing the fits we discarded the lowest two orders = 2.0 and = 2.5. As can be seen from the figures, for linear sizes ≥ 3.0, the data already shows excellent agreement with the asymptotic form of Eq. (9) for both models. The slopes of the linear fits are our estimates of the corner coefficient a α . Figure 5 shows the resulting corner coefficients a α thus extracted for the two models, H 1 and H 2 , at their respective critical points. Since, as discussed above, these quantum critical points share an O(2) universality class, we address the conjecture posed in Eq. (3) by dividing each by a factor of N = 2, and compare to a calculation performed on the transverse-field Ising model (TFIM) described by a scalar (N = 1) φ 4 theory. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , the coefficients of both O(2) models are in excellent agreement with each other and, within error bars, twice that of the TFIM. Note that the TFIM results shown here are computed following the NLCE procedure discussed in Ref. 20 , however new data for larger cluster sizes (solved using DMRG) is included up to arithmetic order = 6.0. This allows us to apply exactly the same fitting procedure for the TFIM as for the O(2) models presently studied, and thus to make a direct comparison. To account for any uncertainty in fitting procedure used for the O(2) systems (Fig. 4) , the light shaded regions in each plot of Fig. 5 shows the difference in the corner coefficient that would result from fitting the NLCE corner term data only for orders ≥ 4.0.
Finally, we note that with the adaptation of DMRG as a cluster solver for the Rényi entropy, the quality of the NLCE extrapolation of the corner term is approaching an accuracy sufficient to distinguish the critical regime of the model from non-critical regimes. As a demonstration, we carry out a calculation of the corner coefficient of the S = 1 system H 2 with the anisotropy increased from the critical value of D c = 5.625 to a much larger value, D = 7. For D > D c the system is in a trivial gapped phase, for which the corner coefficient is expected to be a α = 0 for all α. Figure 6 shows that the NLCE results are consistent with this expectation. For the D = 7 model the largest clusters have linear size = 5.5. As shown in the inset of Fig. 6 , the logarithmic scaling ansatz of Eq. (9) breaks down, so that the data fits very accurately to the form,
as might be expected for a system with a finite correlation length (exponential fits are not shown). Continuing to use linear fits versus log , but only for the largest-order NLCE data ≥ 4.0, the resulting slopes plotted in Fig. 6 show no evidence for any logarithmic scaling.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have studied the scaling of the Rényi entanglement entropies of two very different stronglyinteracting lattice models in two spatial dimensions, using a combination of the density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) and a numerical linked cluster expansion (NLCE) procedure. Each model is separately tuned to its respective quantum critical points, which both lie in the D = 2 + 1 dimensional O(N ) Wilson-Fisher universality class with N = 2. By isolating the contribution to the entanglement entropy scaling due to the presence of a 90
• corner in the boundary between entangled subregions, we show the presence of a clear sub-leading additive logarithmic scaling term a α The value of the coefficient of this logarithmic term is identical to within numerical precision for the two different lattice models, which provides a striking demonstration of the universality of this quantity for a wide range of Rényi indices α.
Further, the value obtained for a α in both models is, to within numerical precision, twice as large as the same coefficient for the Ising (N = 1) limit of the Wilson-Fisher universality class, which can be calculated using the same numerical procedure at the quantum critical point of a transverse field Ising model. Together with recent numerical results for bilayers realizing O(2) and O(3) critical behavior, [21] [22] [23] analytical results for conformal critical points, 1 and free field theory calculations, 2 there is a growing body of evidence that this universal corner coefficient reflects, in its leading-order behavior, the low-energy degrees of freedom of the associated stronglyinteracting critical field theory. Based on the high numerical accuracy of this leading order term (Eq. 3), it would be interesting to examine field theory calculations at the O(N ) Wilson-Fisher fixed point to see if this behavior is reproduced.
Our result could introduce a powerful new tool in the arsenal of condensed-matter and quantum field theorists by providing a simple universal quantity that not only can distinguish between different universality classes, but can elucidate the low-energy structure of the quantum critical theory in a practical calculation. It remains to be seen how the corner coefficient behaves for other strongly interacting classes of critical systems that, unlike the O(N ) Wilson-Fisher fixed point, are not perturbatively close (in an -expansion sense) to a non-interacting fixed point. To clarify this situation, it will be interesting to apply the numerical framework used here to richer examples of interacting D = 2 + 1 critical points. Of immediate interest is the deconfined quantum critical point observed in the square-lattice J-Q model 37, 38 and larger-N extensions, 39 which may lie in the (non-compact) CP N −1 universality class.
